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At 10:00 a.m., on Thursday, May 3, 1%6, an informal meeting was

held in Room

W,

213.

F, Libby
Thomas E. Murray

R. W. Cook

William Mitchell

Harold D. Anamosa

Richard V. Willit
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Those present were:

A. Tammazo

David F, Shaw
Col. Carey L. O'Bryan, Jr.
Robert E. Hollingsworth
George F. Quinn
Walker E. Campbell
Delmar M. Morris
Joseph F. Hennessey
Curtis A. Nelson
“Morse Salisbury
‘Prank K. Pittman
Hal L. Hollister
Robert Lowenstein

Charles G. Manly
Harold A. Knapp
Allen V, Butterworth.
Comdr. John W. Crawford
Richard J. Hallinan ~
Manuel Dupkin ITI
George G. Manov
Charles A. Perry
William L. Oakley
Ruth Thomas

(Since a quorum of the Commission was not present and no formal Commission
Pagebusiness was done, minutes will not be prepared for this meeting.

numbers after each item refer to the transcript of the meeting.
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The following subjects were discussed:

1. JCAE Insurance Hearings (pp. 2-3)

Mr. Mitchell said the JCAE had requested that the Commission testify

on the question of hazard insurance for atomic energy facilities on May 14

rather than May 15. The Commigsioners indicated that this schedule would

be agreeable to them.

2. Operation REDWING Report (pp. 3<5)
 

Colonel O'Bryan briefly reported on the status of Operation REDWING.

He said that Senator Pastore, the only member of JCAE attending the

CHEROKE® Shot, had departed earlier in the day for the proving grounds.

He also reported that the weather looked favnrabie, and that the test

facilivies and experiments were ready for the LACROSSE Shot, and that

the UdiROKEE Shot was schedulec for May 7.

Mr, Salisbury then reported on the arrangements for public uedia

coverage of thc LACROSSE and CHEROKEE Shots.

3. AEC 639/4 ~ Proposed Modification of Union Carvide and Carbon
Corporation Contract (pp. 5-9)
 

Mr. Hollingsworth reviewed the proposed Unicon 7% .rbide and Carbon

contract modification which would incorporate into one modified contract

all the contract revisions that have occurred since 1950. This modifica-

tion would .ncliic all the standard contract language approved by the AEC

since 195C, «ould remove provisions no longer neeued since completion of

the evpane’c. programs, and would strengthen the AEC's posit.on in

claiming state ta: exemptions for Carbide's contract activities. He

added that no chuize in the fee or scope of the contract was proposed.
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In answer to a question by Mr. Murray, Mr. Hollingsworth stated

that all the proposed modifications were to the advantage of the govern-

ment.

After further discussion, Commissioners Libby and Murray indicated

that they approved the recommendation of AEC 639/4 and suggested that the

General Manager proceed with this action. Mr. Libby said that Mr. Strauss

had indicated that he approved the recommendation of AEC 6390/4.

4, Research Reactor for MIT (See AEC 909) (pp. 10-19)
 

Mr. Cook referred to ATC 909, which stated that the General Manager

would approve issuance of a construction permit for a research reactor at

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, ard inquired whether the

Commis.ioners had any objection to this action. M:. Pittman then cc mented

on the ‘waff's review of tos hisard problems arising from the po! st. Tn

answer to a question by Mr. Libby, Mr. Pittman said that MIT voulc

obliged to meet the AEC requirements for financial responsibility fur

accidents if such a requirement were established. Mr. Pittman observed

that the General Manager would determine that MIT was technically capable

of and financially responsible for such an undertaking and would aliocate

special nuclear material to be used over a forty-year period. He added

that if inspection of the construction indicated compliance with approved

plans, and ir the operation satisfied health and safety requirements, the

construction permit would be converted to a license.

The effect of long term material allocations to licensees on the

flexioility of th. total U-235 stockpile was then discussed. With regard

to this problem, Mr. Libby raised the question whether government owner-

ship of reactors would not provide more flexibility than private ownership.



 

Mr. Mitehell said he did not believe there would be any difference, since,

as a practical matter, the same amount of material would be allocated and,

in time of military need, it would not be any more feasible to shut down

a government plant than a private plant. Mr. Murray said he agreed that

there would be no difference. Mr. Libby asked for a technical analysis

of the flexibility of the stockpile under these different methods.

After further discussion, the Commissioners indicated that they

had no objection to issuance of a construction permit for the MIT reactor.

5. AEC 835/2 - ‘Tssuance of Construction Permits and Allocations of SNM

to Consolidate? Edison and to Commonwealth Edison (pp. 19-42)
 

Mr. Pittman reviewed the recommendations of AEC 835/2 which provided

for aprroval of construction permits for power reactors to be built by

Consoii.ated Edison and Commonweelth Edison, and for « forty-y.. lioca-

tion of special nuclear material for reactor fuel. The Commissioners

observed the total amount of material would be allocated over a per.ni

of years rather than all at once, and suggested that appropriate language

be used to indicate this.

The Commissioners then discussed the need to make a commitment,

when the license was issued, to supply the total amount of material to

be used in operation of the reactor during the period of the license.

Mr. Libby observed that such commitments would also be necessary for

foreign reactors. Mr. Cook pointed out that this problem was now under

consideration by the staff and that recommendations would shortly be

submitted to the Commission. Mr. Libby said he believed there was no

other choice than to make a commitment to supply reactor fuel to foreign

nations in the same manner as commitments are made to supply fuel for

domestic reactors.



 

Mr. Pittman pointed out thet in order to arrive at a figure to apply

against the domestic allocation of 20,000 kilograms of U-235, the calcula-

tions for the equivdlent amount of weapons grade material to be supplied

to these reactors were based on the same gaseous diffusion characteristics

as were used for the 1955 price, schedule. Mr. Libby observed that the

1955 price schedule was based on estimates of costs of steady state

operations to be achieved after completion ~f the expansion program.

Therefore, since actual costs might be less, he said that approval of

AEC 835/2 should not be regarded as a precedent for the use of the 1955

price schedule in +1]. subsequent calculations vesarding the allocation of

U-235 for power reactors.

Mr. Murray remarked that he hoped that in about five years the fuel

demanc: ov private industry could largely be met commercially.

M.. Libby asked whether the 104 license would be converted tc a” 3

license if the reactor beceme practical. Mr. Mitchell said thai, th:

Commission would not need to revise a license which had been issued.

, Mr. Murray said he believed that the Commission should establish a

policy recognizing AEC's responsibility for the safe. efficient op*ration

of all reactors, and that funds should be requested, in accordance with

this policy, to conduct reactor experiments suppiementing and paralleling

those of private industry.

Mr. Libby said he agreea that AEC should undertake such programs and

agued that he believed it should extend to the forsign reactor projects

which AEC is supporting. He observed that since AEC will supply fuel as

well as technology for these reactors, AFC has a responsibility for their

proper operation even if it had not participated in the project financially.
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After further discussion, Commissioners Libby and Murray indicated

that they approved the recommendation of AEC 835/2 and suggested that the

General Manager proceed with this action. Mr. Libby said that Mr. Strauss

had indicated that he approved the recommendation of AEC 835/2.

6. AEC 785/12 - Indemnity of Privately Owed Atomic Energy Facilities

(pp» 42-55)
 

Mr. Mitchell said that the proposed )egislation under consideration

had been prepared on the assumption that the Commission believed that some

protection from the financial risk of a reactor catastrophe was necessary,

in addition to that available from private sources, ir order to encourage

companizs to build anc. operate power reactcrs. He said the staff believed

the most practical form for this protection to take was indemnity of

Lassie particularly for third-varty public liability, above the mount

whicl was available from private sources. Mx. Murray said he believe

aegis ation during this session of Congress was imperative.

Mr. Mitchell pointed out that the difficulty of developing an

insurance program was due to the fact that the possibility of a catastrophe

was so remote that the probability or extent of the risk could not be

calculated. However, he said the Bureau of the Budget would probably

suggest that provision be made for a re~insurance program, He then

reviewed at length the staff's proposals and various alternatives which

had been considered.

Mr. Murray said his major concern was whether the proposed bill

eliminated all obstacles of this nature to the construction of power

reactors by private companies. If it would do so, he said, he favored

its approval.
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Mr. Mitchell said the proposed bill would make available wnlimited

indemnity for financial loseaes resulting from a reactor catastrophe.

Mr. Libby suggested that testimony be prepared, for use during the

JCAE insurance hearings, summarizing the AEC's hazard experience in the

operation of production reactors.

After further discussicn, Commissioners Libby and Murray indicated

that they approved the recommendation of »EU 785/12 and suggested that

the General Manager proceed with this action. Mr. Libby said that

Mr. Strauss had indicated that he approved the recommendation of AEC 785/12.

7. Cancellation of JCAE Hearing on Project SHERWOOD (p. 55)

Mr. Cook reported that the JUAE bad cancelled hearings which had

been ...heduled for the following day on the classification of Project

SHERWUW.

Wi B. McCool

Secretary

ec: General Counsel]


